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Welcome to the EDGE!
The EDGE has hijacked this month’s TLM Newsletter. (Thanks to Matt Ime for inviting us!) We are
a group of UK-based authors writing what we hope is engaging fiction for young adults and teens.
All our books are different, but what they have in common are gripping tales with teenagers at their
heart. In addition, we find ourselves drawn to stories tackling difficult subjects – abandonment,
asylum seekers, child abduction, diversity, knife crime, medical ethics, rebellion, the search for
identity and witness protection, to name a few.
Here at the EDGE we love to talk about writing and reading books and the topics we write about.
Join in the discussion and keep up to date with the latest EDGE activities and news at
http://edgeauthors.blogspot.com
The Edge page on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Edge/271385959567988
Follow us on Twitter @EdgeWriters
EdgeAuthorsTV YouTube channel: http://www.youtube.com/user/EdgeAuthorsTV?feature=guide

Introducing the EDGE…
Keren David has worked as a reporter, a political correspondent, a news editor, a
comment editor, feature writer and in Amsterdam she was editor in chief for a
photographic agency. Keren worked for The Independent for many years, and has
written for many other national newspapers and magazines. In 2007 she signed up for
a course in Writing for Children at City University where she started to write When I
Was Joe. The sequel Almost True was published in September 2010. Lia’s Guide to
Winning the Lottery was published in August 2011 and has been nominated for the 2012 Carnegie
Medal. www.wheniwasjoe.blogspot.com
WHEN I WAS JOE (Frances Lincoln)
It’s one thing watching someone get killed. It’s quite another talking about
it. But Ty does talk about it. He names some ruthless people and a petrol
bomb attack forces him and his mum into hiding under police protection.
Shy loser Ty gets a new name, a new look and a cool new image. Life as
Joe is good. But the gangsters will stop at nothing to silence him. And then
he meets a girl with a dangerous secret of her own. When I Was Joe was
published in January 2010 by Frances Lincoln and was Winner of the
North East Teenage Book Award 2010. Long-listed for the Carnegie
Medal, 2011, and highly commended for the Teenage Book Trust Prize, it
has also been short-listed for the UKLA Book Award, the Redbridge Teen
Book Award, the Lancashire Book of the Year and the Angus Book Award.
It was runner-up in the 14 + category of the Coventry Inspiration awards,
and was a Manchester Fiction City title. It is long-listed for the Branford Boase Award, the Wirral
Paperback of the Year and the Catalyst Book Award.

Savita Kalhan was born in India, but has lived in the UK most of her life. She was a
Batik artist before going to live in the Middle East where she taught English for
several years. Then she turned to writing. Now living in North London, she continued
to write. Her debut novel, The Long Weekend, published by Andersen Press, is a
tense thriller about two boys who are abducted after school. It was short-listed for
the Fabulous Book Award 2010.
www.savitakalhan.com
THE LONG WEEKEND (Andersen Press)
Sam knows that he and his friend Lloyd made a colossal mistake when they
accepted the ride home. They have ended up in a dark mansion in the middle
of nowhere with a man who means to harm them. But Sam doesn’t know how
to get them out. They were trapped, then separated. Now they are alone. Will
either of them get out alive?
‘One of the most important books published ... I honestly can’t recommend this
book highly enough.’ The Bookbag.

Miriam Halahmy has published fiction and poetry. Her work has been included in
anthologies, read on the radio and performed on stage. She taught in London
schools for twenty five years and now runs creative writing workshops and mentors
developing writers. She is a frequent guest at writers’ conferences and literary
festivals, leading workshops. Hidden is Miriam’s debut Y.A. novel and it is the first in
a cycle of three novels. The second and third books will be published in 2012. She
is a member of English PEN, SCWBI, the Scattered Authors’ Society, the Society of
Authors and the Highgate Poets. www.miriamhalahmy.com
HIDDEN (Meadowside)
Alix is just an ordinary fourteen year old, living at the bottom of quiet Hayling
Island. But one cold, misty Saturday on the beach she and Samir suddenly find
themselves saving a drowning immigrant. Faced with the most difficult decision of
their lives, what should Alix and Samir do? A literary coming-of-age novel, dealing
with courage, prejudice, judgement and the difficulty of sorting right from wrong in
our complex world.
‘Miriam Halahmy never puts a foot wrong in this gripping story focusing on an
agonisingly difficult contemporary problem. Tautly written throughout, her fine
novel deserves the widest audience.’ Nick Tucker. Nominated for the Carnegie Medal, 2012.

Bryony Pearce lives with her husband and two children in a village on the edge of the
Peak District. She completed an English Literature degree at Corpus Christi College
Cambridge in 1998 and afterward worked in the research sector. She went freelance in
2004 so she could devote more time to writing. www.bryonypearce.co.uk

ANGEL’S FURY (Egmont)
For her whole life, Cassie Farrier has suffered from terrifying nightmares. On a
trip to Germany she recognises scenes from those dreams and finds evidence of
a sixty year-old massacre. Fearing for her sanity, her family sends Cassie to a
retreat where she meets others with symptoms like her own and discovers that
she has lived a number of past lives. However, the Doctor at the retreat is not
what she seems. She believes her patients contain the trapped spirits of
Nephilim and wishes to free them by twisting the children under her care until
they are capable of committing atrocities terrible enough to destroy mankind.
Cassie and the boy she comes to love must escape the Doctor’s influence but
can they also escape the misery of their shared past? ‘The writing is powerful and evocative, the
characters well-developed, and the plotting complex. Among the plethora of paranormal stories
which have swamped the market recently, this one will stand out for its freshness of approach and
the quality of its writing.’ The Bookbag

Paula Rawsthorne was a winner of the Undiscovered Voices 2010 with her first
novel, The Truth About Celia Frost (pub. by Usborne Aug. 2011). In 2004 she was a
winner of the BBC’s ‘Get Writing’ competition. Her comedy The Sermon on the Mount
was read by Bill Nighy on BBC Radio 4 and chosen for Pick of the Week. Her story In
Attendance was published by Route in the anthology IDEAS ABOVE OUR STATION
(reviewed in The Guardian). In 2008 Route also published her story The Accessory in
the anthology BONNE ROUTE. She lives in Nottingham with her husband and children.
www.celiafrost.co.uk
THE TRUTH ABOUT CELIA FROST (Usborne)
Celia Frost is a freak. At least that’s what everyone thinks. Her life is ruled by a
rare disorder that means she could bleed to death from the slightest cut,
confining her to a gloomy bubble of “safety”. No friends. No fun. No life. But
when a knife attack on Celia has unexpected consequences, her mum reacts
strangely. Suddenly they’re on the run. Why is her mum so scared? Someone
out there knows – and when they find Celia, she’s going to wish the truth was a
lie … A buried secret; a gripping manhunt; a dangerous deceit: what is the truth
about Celia Frost?
A page-turning thriller that’s impossible to put down.

Sara Grant works as a senior commissioning editor for Working Partners, a company
creating series fiction for children. She has worked on ten different series and edited
more than 75 books. Dark Parties was a winner of SCBWI Undiscovered Voices
Competition 2008. It was published in Germany (as Neva) in March 2011, in August
2011 in the US and in January 2012 in the UK. Sara has signed a deal for a second
novel due to be published 2013. Sara volunteers for SCBWI-British Isles. She has
served as editor on two anthologies: Goldfish, an anthology of Goldsmiths College’s creative and life
writing programme, and Undiscovered Voices, a collection of writing from SCBWI members in the
UK. www.sara-grant.com
DARK PARTIES (Orion)
Sixteen-year-old Neva has been trapped under the Protectosphere in an
isolated nation ruled by fear, lies, and xenophobia. A shield “protects” them
from the outside world, but also locks the citizens inside. There’s nothing left
on the outside, ever since the world collapsed from violent warfare. Or so the
government says... Neva and her best friend Sanna believe the government
is lying and stage a “dark party” to recruit members for their underground
rebellion. As Neva begins to uncover the truth, she realizes she must
question everything she’s ever known, including the people she loves the
most.

Dave Cousins completed his first novel in the back of a van, while touring with his
band (who were almost famous!) His short story The Floodlight Man was broadcast
on BBC Radio Five Live, read by Dave himself. He went on to be a winner of the
SCBWI Undiscovered Voices Anthology 2010 and his debut novel for teenagers,
15 Days without a Head was published by Oxford University Press in January
2012. Originally from Birmingham, Dave now lives in Hertfordshire with his wife and
family, in a house full of books and records, and writes in a corner of the attic with
an anarchic ginger cat for company. www.davecousins.net
15 DAYS WITHOUT A HEAD (Oxford)
How far would you go to keep your family together? Meet Laurence, fifteen years
old and six feet tall. He’ll dress up as his mum and impersonate a dead man on the
radio. Meet Jay, his six year old brother. He looks like an angel but thinks he’s a
dog. He’ll sink his teeth into anyone who gets in the way. Today is Tuesday – and
the next fifteen days will change everything.
The Sunday Times Children’s Book of the Week, 1 Jan 2012.‘A tough and
turbulent tale of growing up the hard way, but there’s heart and soul on every
page.’ – Keith Gray, author of Ostrich Boys.

Katie Dale is a writer and an actress. She had her first poem The Fate of The School
Hamster published in The Cadbury’s Book of Children’s Poetry, aged 8. She studied
English Literature at Sheffield and spent a year in North Carolina, where she
attended her first SCBWI conference - winning the Bill Hooks Jnr Prize for both the
Young Adult Category and Best Picture Book. Back in England she went to drama
school then spent the next few years acting and touring. She was a winner of the
SCBWI 2008 Undiscovered Voices with Someone Else’s Life. Katie is working on YA novels,
picture books and young readers - whilst still acting. katiedaleuk.blogspot.com
SOMEONE ELSE’S LIFE (Simon & Schuster)
When seventeen-year-old Rosie’s mother, Trudie, dies from
Huntington’s disease, her whole world falls apart, her pain compounded
by the fear that she could inherit the fatal illness herself. Until she
discovers that Trudie was not her biological mother after all…
Devastated that her whole life has been a lie, Rosie tags along on her
ex-boyfriend’s gap year trip to the US to secretly trace her birth mother.
But all does not go to plan, and as she discovers yet more of her
family’s deeply-buried secrets and lies, Rosie is faced with a heartbreaking dilemma – to continue living a lie, or to reveal a truth that will
shatter the lives of everyone around her…

The Edge of Edgy
Sara Grant

One of the best things about being on the EDGE – the group of writers not the edge of sanity
(although some might say, I’m on that too) – is the chance to debate the issues surrounding teen
fiction. Our books might be shelved in the same section of the library, but our opinions when it
comes to the topic of how edgy is too edgy – well, we agree to disagree.
We all endeavour to write authentic, issue-based stories that ask difficult questions, and
sometimes this means that the topics, language or situations in our books might be controversial.
The point of our books isn’t the edges but the heart and soul – the themes, plot and characters. If
the edges are glaring or overpower the story, then we haven’t done our job as writers.
What makes a book ‘edgy’? I think of edgy fiction as a hexagon – with six cutting edges: 1) strong
language, 2) sexual content, 3) violence, 4) political extremism, 5) religion and 6) racism. But
exactly what shifts a book from acceptable to offensive is difficult to distinguish.
To describe the threshold test of pornography in Jacobellis v. Ohio (1964) United States, Supreme
Court Justice Potter Steward famously said, “I know it when I see it.” I think that also applies when
considering the edges of edgy. Readers know it when they read it. The challenge is that it’s
different for every single reader and every single book.
I’m not a fan of gratuitous anything. Every instance of strong language, sex, violence should be
relevant and necessary to the story. Controversial topics in teen fiction should be dealt with
sensitivity and intelligence. I might not be bothered with language in one book because it feels
authentic but uncomfortable with the strong word choice in another because it seems unnecessary.
There are topics and situations that I won’t write about and some I don’t even want to read about.
And it’s not always the big issues that can set off my internal censor. What about characters that
don’t wear seatbelts or condoms, smoke cigarettes or drink to excess? I’ve got great ideas for silly
pranks that might not always turn out well. I have an obligation to readers to write the most honest
and interesting story I can. But I must admit I sometimes feel the desire to write “don’t try this at
home”.
The bottom line for me: I’m a storyteller. My job is to keep readers engaged in the story and, I
hope, make them think about something in a new or interesting way. Writing on the edge means
being thoughtful about my teen readers and considering the many gatekeepers while remaining
true to myself and my story. It’s a difficult balance and every writer responds to these challenges
differently.
So…what are the edges of edgy? I suppose my short answer is: there aren’t any, not really. I
believe in an author’s right to tell their truth and a reader’s right to close the book, throw it across
the room or simply not pick it up in the first place.
Sara Grant’s debut novel Dark Parties, a young-adult, dystopian thriller, was published in January on
Orion’s new Indigo imprint. Sara is an American living in London. As a senior commissioning editor for
Working Partners, a London-based company creating series fiction for children, she has worked on
ten different series from chapter books to teen fiction and edited more than 75 books. For more
information on Sara and her books, visit www.sara-grant.com

Ground-breaking Teen/YA Fiction in the UK
Savita Kalhan

When I was growing up there were no dedicated ‘teen fiction’ or ‘YA fiction’ shelves in book shops
or libraries. When I was twelve, I simply graduated from the children’s library to the adult library,
and was very lucky to be allowed into the adult library early. But that was ‘back in the day’ as my
teenage son would say.
Teen/YA fiction in the UK is a relatively new phenomenon that is still gathering speed. In the
States, the emergence of dedicated teen/YA fiction started earlier with writers such as Robert
Cormier, S E Hinton and Judy Blume breaking ground with books that explored controversial
themes and issues written specifically for teenagers and young adults. The Twilight series by
Stephanie Meyer expanded the teen/YA market further, giving dark romance, fantasy, dystopia,
vampires, angels and demons a new lease of life.
In the UK, the emergence of teen/YA fiction was more gradual, but the ground was broken, and
once broken, British teen/YA writers gave voice to a new generation.
Melvin Burgess’ Junk was published in 1997 and it was the first teen book to deal with the subject
of heroin. Yes, it courted huge controversy because of the issues it dealt with : the drug-taking
scenes, the teen pregnancy, alcoholism, homelessness. It’s a hard-hitting read, at times dark and
shocking, but not without hope in the end.
Mark Haddon’s The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time was written for teenagers, but
soon became a cross-over success with adults. Other novels have gone on to achieve this kind of
cross-over appeal, but The Curious Incident set a new trend. The narrator’s voice was original, the
storyline both poignant, humorous and very memorable.
Bali Rai – An Unarranged Marriage. One of the first books for teenagers exploring issues of multiculturalism and clashes with Western culture experienced by Asian teenagers raised in the UK.
Bali Rai gave young Asians a contemporary voice that had rarely been heard before.
Malorie Blackman’s Noughts and Crosses Trilogy was both ground-breaking and provocative, with
themes of racial prejudice and identity turned upside down in this powerful teen/YA series. In an
interview she once said that when she first began writing, the simple fact that her picture books
featured black characters and that they were on the covers of her books was a huge step for a
black writer. But she also said she was criticised for not writing about racism. Fifty books or so
later, in her Noughts and Crosses she takes on major issues: racism, terrorism, suicide bombings,
teen pregnancy, and the result is an acclaimed, award-winning series.
There are many other ground-breaking writers in the UK, writers such as Phillip Pullman, David
Almond, Anne Cassidy, Benjamin Zephaniah, even J K Rowling, who played a part in the
development of teen/YA fiction.
Whether all these writers were unique for their style, voice, perspective, subject matter, or cross-over
appeal, they helped shape and popularise the mass market that has now become teen/YA fiction.
Savita Kalhan is the author of The Long Weekend, published by Andersen Press. Her next
teen/YA novel, AMNESIA, will be published by Frances Lincoln Children's Books in Spring 2013.

Story Time for Teens
Paula Rawsthorne

One of the aspects I’ve really enjoyed about becoming a published novelist is being invited into
secondary schools and libraries to talk to teenagers. Whether I’m running a writing workshop or
talking about my work, I always incorporate a reading into the event. It’s incredibly satisfying when
complete silence descends on a room full of fourteen year olds as they became absorbed in the
words. Obviously, I pick an extract that is as gripping and tense as possible and it’s a delight to
see students’ faces and reactions as they picture the scene in their minds. Teachers often
comment to me that watching the teenagers as they listen to the story, reminds them that they
really should read aloud more to their pupils. However they bemoan the fact that this is an activity
that tends to get lost within secondary education.
It’s such a shame that an experience that we value for our younger children isn’t continued
throughout their teenage years.
During pre school days there are opportunities to take your toddler to story time at the local library
(if it hasn’t been closed down!). It’s a great habit to get into and the benefits are clear: As the
librarian sits in front of the squawking crowd and begins to read from the oversized picture book,
quiet descends as the toddlers suddenly become entranced by the words and appealing pictures.
In primary school the importance of reading aloud to pupils is undisputed. Many of us have happy
memories of ‘carpet time’ when the whole class bunched up on a scratchy piece of industrial carpet
and listened at the feet of our teachers as they read to us.
And what lovelier childhood memories are there, than having a bedtime story read to you by your
mum or dad; and the pleasure of choosing books together from the library or bookshop.
Like many adults, I still enjoy being read to, whether it takes the form of listening to an audiobook or
attending the popular ‘Spoken Word’ evenings that are flourishing all over the country. Of course, in
both cases, it is essential that the reader is engaging and draws the listener into the story but I believe
that the experience is enhanced by a live performance and listening in a group. I love to listen to a
story that is punctuated by the audience’s laughter, gasps and tension; this shared experience is great
for sparking off comment and discussion when the reading is over. The same works for teenagers if
you have a gripping story and engaging reader.
Paula Rawsthorne’s debut novel, The Truth About Celia Frost, is a gripping psychological thriller.
The Independent Newspaper called it an ‘electrifying story’ and named it as one of 2011’s Best
Books for Teens. Her novel has been nominated for six book awards. Paula is a former social
worker and lives in Nottingham with her husband and three kids. www.celiafrost.co.uk (Usborne)

You Should Read This! It’s Great!
Be Wary of Telling Teens to Read
Dave Cousins

As a reader, parent, and more recently an author, I have always been keen to share my
enthusiasm for books and the pleasure of reading. Books are important to me. They stand
alongside the music and movies I love – even my hapless football team. I always hope that through
my recommendation others will find their own lives similarly enriched.
Of course it’s relatively easy to introduce children to books when they are young. The daily ritual of
the bedtime story was, for many years, my favourite time of the day – a moment not only for
sharing a story, but an opportunity to talk. I’m sure it’s no coincidence that some of the big
questions children ask, those “life, the universe and everything” queries, often surface when they
settle down to listen to a story. Maybe it’s because stories ask questions too – and open our minds
to possibility.
But then children become teenagers and sharing books is suddenly much harder. You find yourself
resorting to uninvited recommendation: “You should read this. It’s great!” The danger is, that
because young people spend so much of their lives being told what to do and what is good for
them, reading can feel like another chore, rather than something they choose themselves for fun.
I’m acutely aware of this when visiting secondary schools as an author and try to avoid giving the –
“Hey kids! Books are great!” speech – because I would say that, wouldn’t I? All I can do is share a
few stories, and let them make up their own minds. Hopefully the words will resonate, entertain and
hook them enough to want to find out what happens next, and so go willingly to pick up the book
themselves. Because that’s what it comes down to. When there are so many other things young
people could be doing with their time, how can we encourage them to occasionally put all that
aside and pick up a book?
I hope electronic books may provide an opportunity. I say this as a traditional paperback in the
pocket, spine-breaking, book-sniffer – but that’s my medium of choice. Rather than trying to drag
young people away from their iPods, Nintendos and laptops, these new formats enable us to take
books to them. Placing stories into an environment associated with fun and entertainment, a place
teenagers go to by choice, could be a cunning plan. I hope that once young people start reading –
in whatever medium they choose – they’ll get the habit and come looking for more. And when they
do, all those paperbacks and hardbacks will be on the shelves, ready and waiting.
Dave Cousins completed his first novel in the back of a van, while touring with his band (who were
almost famous!) Originally from Birmingham, Dave now lives in Hertfordshire with his wife and
family, and writes in a corner of the attic with an anarchic ginger cat for company. His debut novel
“15 Days Without a Head” was published in January by Oxford University Press, and selected as
The Sunday Times Children’s Book of the Week.

Guardians of Innocence
How One Writer Feels About the Taboos of YA Fiction
Bryony Pearce

I am a victim of hype. It’s all too easy for me to imagine that the current generation of teenagers
are either delinquent hoodies (the Government blames the parents), or rocket scientists (grades
are climbing every year). On television I’m bombarded with images of teens from Skins, to Misfits
(and the riots) and that image of a modern teen is hard to shake. I admit that I’m guilty of picturing
my audience as sex-obsessed, potty mouthed, drug-addicted and cynical and am at risk of
forgetting that most teenagers are normal, nice, polite kids (I was terrified before my first school
visit).
A teenage girl recently told me she wouldn’t be friends with someone who swore all the time and
by the same measure wouldn’t want to read a book filled with swearing. A librarian described how
innocent her teens were and a mum at an Edge panel told us that her teenaged son wasn’t yet
interested and wouldn’t want to read books containing sex.
We worry over our children losing their innocence too quickly, but can then forget those who
haven’t - sometimes to the extent that we are at risk of taking something away from them – a
teenager who doesn’t like swearing, how weird!
I believe many YA writers are happy to discover that most young adults do still retain some
measure of innocence, and write accordingly.
Melvin Burgess says “In your teen years, you can hear or see almost anything, so long as you
poach, steal or eavesdrop it, but very little that is real is addressed directly to you. I want to
address people directly.” Although laudable this sounds, to me, like: ‘they can access adult
pornography online, so we might as well make some for teens’. I would never criticise the
wonderful Melvin Burgess and his excellent books generate discussion about important issues, but
I wouldn’t want all YA books to go that route.
For me the YA genre exists as a buffer between children’s books and adult. It’s there for those who
have grown out of Enid Blyton but aren’t yet ready for JR Ward.
It’s transitional and yet it appeals to adult readers too - perhaps because it does offer a level of
innocence. Teen literature is commonly gripping, fast paced, exciting and while not talking down, it
is also not littered with swearing, sex and drugs references.
I have young children and I’m glad that when they get older there will be a genre of books so
carefully published that every swear word is agonised over; where the endgame is often nothing
more than a kiss and sex, if used, is never gratuitous. With YA they will have literary adventures
without me having to worry that at the end of the book a bit more of their innocence may have been
burned away.
I personally am glad for the gatekeepers of Young Adult fiction.
Bryony Pearce lives with her husband and two children in a village on the edge of the Peak
District. She completed an English Literature degree at Corpus Christi College Cambridge in 1998
and afterwards worked in the research sector. Her debut novel, Angel's Fury was published by
Egmont in 2011. It has been short-listed for the Leeds Book Award and long-listed for the Branford
Boase.

Writing on The Edge
Miriam Halahmy

As a member of The Edge I write the kind of books I like to read, whether they are for adults or
young people. My interest is challenging controversial realistic fiction. I like both contemporary and
historical fiction and all of these elements influence my own writing.
My cycle of three novels set on Hayling Island, opposite the Isle of Wight, are each stand alone
stories. But a minor character in the previous book becomes the major character in the next.
Hidden covers human rights, asylum seekers, racist bullying and standing up for your beliefs.
Illegal focuses on dysfunctional families, mutism and the shadowy world of drug dealing. Stuffed
deals with secrets, lies, betrayal, and responsibility.
But throughout it is my characters who carry the plot, wrestle with the problems, make you laugh
and cry or even want to pick them up and shake them. My characters are people you might want to
avoid, argue with, or hang out with, but hopefully they are not insipid people you would simply not
notice at the back of the class.
I have to live with my characters for a very long time as an author and therefore they have to have
totally absorbing, unfolding lives – for me, anyway. I am a discovery author and once I have
created a character, they drive the story forward, taking over and telling me what they will do next
and even introducing me to new characters. I walk in their shoes and hear them speaking even
before they do - sometimes.
Take the character of fifteen year old Lindy. She appears in the first book, Hidden, as the girl at
school you would most want to avoid. And yet she shows that she has another side to her when
confronted with the opportunity to betray the heroes of the book. It seemed natural to me that Lindy
should be the main character of the second book, Illegal, but she has her own story completely
separate from the previous book.
It is the end of the summer term and Lindy is in deep trouble. She and the rest of her large and
highly dysfunctional family have been rocked by the sudden death of her two year old sister a few
months earlier. Her two eldest brothers are both in prison. Her little brother constantly nags her for
food. Mum has lost her job and is drinking; Dad spends all his time down the bookies.
Vulnerable and lonely, Lindy becomes drawn into the dangerous and shadowy world of
international drugs dealing by her older cousin Colin. Finding herself trapped, and terrified she will
end up in prison like her brothers, Lindy doesn't know who to turn to.
In school they are studying Hamlet. The teacher compares Hamlet to a spiritual refugee, isolated
from his family and friends. "A spiritual refugee..." Lindy liked that. "Just like me, I've got no-one
left at home either.'"
Then one day Karl appears, the strange mute boy in her year at school. Together they embark
upon a desperate plan to ensure Lindy's freedom.
Illegal is the story of a teenage girl driven to take desperate measures when all other choices are
taken away from her.
What hooks you into a character and keeps you reading?
Miriam Halahmy is an author, poet, reviewer and workshop facilitator. Her cycle of three Y.A. novels,
Hidden, Illegal, Stuffed, are published by Meadowside Books ( 2011/2013). Miriam has published a
novel for adults, two collections of poetry and short fiction for adults and children. She mentors
developing writers and has a particular interest in asylum seeker and refugee writers.

Stuck for a Good Edgy Read?
The EDGE Recommends:
Saving Rafael by Leslie Wilson
A German mother and daughter hide a Jewish boy in their apartment in Nazi Berlin. A story of
survival against the most terrifying odds.
The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck
A flawed hero, a story of injustice and the courage to stand up against the odds. Inspirational,
controversial - a classic.
The Outsiders by S E Hinton
Poor boys against rich kids in small town America - the impact of this classic Young Adult book is
as great as when it was written in the 1960s.
Taking Flight by Sheena Wilkinson
Pony book meets urban grit with a Belfast setting. It shouldn't work, but it does, and brilliantly.
Stolen by Lucy Christopher
A masterclass in character, setting and suspense. Surprising, disturbing, beautifully crafted.
Henry Tumour by Anthony McGowan
Original, irreverent and very funny. Heartfelt but never sentimental. Keeps you guessing right to the
end.
I’m Not Scared by Niccolo Ammaniti
A scorching hot summer in an isolated village in Southern Italy. Nine yr old Michele makes a dark
and terrifying discovery that threatens to destroy his world. Totally gripping.
A Gathering Light by Jennifer Donnelly
Words can be a dangerous thing. Mattie finds out exactly how dangerous in this story of murder
and mystery set in early 1900s America. Vividly written, a compelling read.
Looking for JJ – Anne Cassidy
Jennifer Jones: Convicted child-killer. Teenager. Monster.
Victim?
A moving, gripping, & utterly unforgettable book.
The Face On The Milk Carton, by Caroline B. Cooney
What would you do if you recognised a toddler on a missing poster? What if that child was you? A
taut, thrilling & utterly heart-wrenching book.
Pigeon English by Stephen Kelman
Life on an inner city estate seen through the bright eyes of 11 year old, Ghanaian, Harri. Inspired
by the Damilola Taylor tragedy. A must read!

The Book Thief by Markus Zusak
Narrated by Death, this is the story of a young girl living in Nazi Germany. Beautifully crafted,
thought-provoking, compelling and, ultimately, life-affirming.
Skin Hunger by Kathleen Duey
Brilliant edgy fiction. The stories of Sadima and Hahp weave together to form a whole that will
make you think about evil, education and freedom, bring you to tears and make you fall in love.
The Color Purple by Alice Walker
Begins with teen pregnancy and incest and gets to a lesbian love affair via domestic violence,
racism and injustice. It will make you cry, laugh and change your view of the world.
Going Bovine by Libba Bray
A quest with a punk angel, a dwarf and a yard gnome. Nuf said. A wild, imaginative, amazing ride.
Libba Bray is crazy brilliant.
I Am The Cheese by Robert Cromier
A psychological thriller that will keep you guessing until the final page. A quest and a riddle.

Sex and Shopping in the 21st Century:
Lia’s Guide to Winning the Lottery
Keren David

I wanted to write a book about money. In the midst of the global economic crisis, with swingeing
spending cuts about to bite, it was the most pressing subject on my mind.
So, how to frame a story about economics for teens? I considered a few miserable storylines,
about bankruptcy, homelessness and bailiffs. They all seemed too downbeat and depressing. So I
turned the idea on its head. I’d address serious issues like binge-spending, debt, relative values
and investment for the future in the guise of a light-hearted love story about a girl who wins
£8million on the lottery. Shopping, it seemed to me, was important, political and relevant to all of
us, not just young adults.
Lia, my heroine, is a typical 16-year-old, sweet, silly, generous, rebellious, snarky and selfobsessed. She’s not very aware of her parents’ financial situation, or how they are struggling to
keep the family bakery business running. When a new boy arrives in school, pale, posh, friendless
and depressed, she and her friends think he’s an angel or a vampire, rather than the more
mundane truth concerning bankruptcy and debt.
Lia’s lottery win opens her mind to the opportunities that money can bring, and the responsibilities
along with it. She wrestles with ethical questions - is it better to help one child in England when the
money could save thousands in Africa? And where do designer shoes and handbags fit in?
I took the opportunity to question some of the more depressing tropes that I see in popular teen
fiction. It is neither cool nor desirable to be dead, and there is no plausible afterlife which will allow
you to continue snogging beautiful boys. A night in a hotel room with a beautiful boy is quite
unlikely to bring on a bout of intense self-control. Muslims are not all nascent terrorists. And girls
can have sex without getting pregnant, ill or both.
I was in the happy position of winning some awards with my first book, When I was Joe, and
meeting many wonderful librarians, teachers and readers around the country as a result. One thing
that’s surprised me is how often adult readers of teen books are quick to dismiss ‘girly’ books even though it is not the writer’s fault how books are packaged and sold, and these books are often
more serious and influential than their pink covers suggest.
‘I can’t bear books about sex and shopping,’ one (lovely) librarian told me, and I quailed inside,
wondering how Lia’s Guide would be received. I should have pointed out that sex and shopping
are two of the most important things in our lives - and we are carrying the consequences now.
I am enormously proud that Lia’s Guide to Winning the Lottery was nominated for the Carnegie
Medal, but I couldn’t help noticing how few other books about contemporary British girls were on
that long list.
British teen girls love, live, fight and - yes – shop. Feminism comes in many guises, and ‘chick-lit’
can well be one of the most potent.
Keren David has been a journalist since she was a teenager (some time ago). Writing books was a
lifelong ambition which she achieved after taking an evening class in Writing for Children. Her first
book When I Was Joe won five regional awards, was shortlisted for the Branford Boase and UKLA
awards and was nominated for the Carnegie Medal.

How Well do you know your Edgy Teen Fiction?
Take our test and find out!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Which two notorious Victorian criminals feature in Fleshmarket by Nicola Morgan?
What was Robert Muchamore’s job before he started writing the Cherub series?
In Paula Rawsthorne’s The Truth About Celia Frost what country does Sol Giran come
from?
After the First Death, The Chocolate War and I am the Cheese are all novels by which
pioneer of edgy fiction?
In Keren David's When I Was Joe what is Joe's real name?
To which insect does the title of Dave Cousins' 15 Days Without a Head refer?
What is the subtitle of Lucy Christopher's edgy novel Stolen?
What is generally accepted to be the first novel ever written?
Who played Celie Johnson in the film adaptation of The Color Purple?
Melvin Burgess said '[children's laureate] Anne Fine would like them if she met them,
because she wouldn't know what they were thinking.' Who is he talking about?
What do the following books by famous female writers all have in common: Maya Angelou's
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings, Margaret Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale, Anne Frank's
The Diary of a Young Girl, Judy Bloom's Forever JK Rowling's Harry Potter series and
Stephanie Meyer's Twilight?
On which island is Miriam Halahmy’s Hidden set?
Which illness does Rosie’s mother die from in Katie Dale’s Someone Else’s Life?
What is Jack’s Game in Nicola Morgan’s Wasted?
In which city does Declan live in Sheena Wilkinson’s Taking Flight?
What’s the first name of Pennington in K M Peyton’s Pennington’s Seventeenth Summer?
Who steals Della’s diary in Keris Stainton’s Della Says OMG?
Which city is the setting for Bali Rai’s Killing Honour?
Who sorts out the mess that Bob makes of creating the world in Meg Rosoff’s There is No
Dog?
In Dark Parties by Sara Grant, what is the main character’s identity mark?

See the answers here: http://teenlibrarian.co.uk/?p=2332

Quiz compiled by Edge authors Keren David, Briony Pearce, Dave Cousins, Paula Rawsthorne
and Sara Grant.

Win Eight Signed Novels by EDGE Authors
To celebrate its one-year anniversary, the EDGE is hosting a contest. One lucky winner will receive
a collection of novels by EDGE authors. You can enter in a number of ways:
• FOLLOW us @Edgewriters on Twitter and RETWEET one of the messages announcing
the contest that will be tweeted throughout March.
• LIKE the Edge Authors on Facebook and SHARE the contest post on your wall.
http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Edge/271385959567988
• POST a comment on our blog at edgeauthors.blogspot.com
Competition closes on 31st March!

Invite the EDGE to your library
The EDGE loves to meet with readers and writers. Our events are designed to inspire discussion
and debate – as well as entertain. Here are a few event ideas. We are happy to work with you to
develop an event or activity to meet your objectives and engage your teen readers.
Panel Q&A: Writers on the Edge
As a conversation starter, we display a massive graffiti page and ask attendees to write their
questions and comments on edgy teen fiction. We can cover topics from hooking teen readers to
trends in young adult fiction as well as the rewards and our reservations about writing edgy fiction.
Because we have opinions as diverse as our fiction, we offer a lively and interactive discussion that
is sparked by questions from audience members.
Writing Workshop
As a team of writers, we break up the various aspects of writing and cycle groups of students
through various breakout groups. We strive for interaction and energy in our presentations. We
need a minimum of two hours for a workshop.
Readings
We are happy to add readings and mini-presentations for our individual books into the mix. We can
rotate two to three minute readings with notes about each author and book.
If you’d like the EDGE to visit your library, please email us at edgewriters@yahoo.co.uk with
dates, times, number of students and the type of event you’d like us to consider!

Living on The Edge
EDGE author Katie Dale asks her fellow EDGE authors about their inspiration, issues, and
boundaries in Edgy fiction.
Each of the EDGE books tackles a controversial/edgy issue – can you explain your choice
and why you thought it was important to address it in a YA novel?
Miriam: I have worked with hundreds of asylum seekers and heard so many terrible stories, I felt
that it was important to highlight this subject in a novel. Hidden shows all viewpoints, from racist
bullies on the High Street, to casual name calling in school, to people who would rather sit on the
fence, to those people who are quite clear that we should not judge people by appearances. I hope
that my book opens up the discussion rather than allowing the myths perpetrated by the media to
dominate opinion.
Dave: 15 Days Without a Head came out of an incident I witnessed in a pub. A very drunk woman
was arguing with staff and customers, to the embarrassment of her two sons. The older boy - a
teenager – was trying to calm her down, while at the same time, keep his little brother occupied. I
couldn't stop thinking about those two lads, wondering what their life might be like, what would
happen when they got home. The feedback I've had is that stories like 15 Days, give these children
a voice and can raise awareness of the problem and maybe even bring some hope and comfort to
readers in a similar situation. If a book could achieve any of this I'd be delighted, and this is where I
think stories can offer more than pure entertainment, though I certainly didn't set out with this as a
goal.
Paula: In writing The Truth About Celia Frost, I wanted to achieve a page turning thriller which
deals with ethical issues. It asks philosophical questions about whether 'the end ever justifies the
means' and if you should sacrifice yourself for the greater good. Ethical issues are thorny,
uncomfortable and rarely black and white. I feel that it's important to engage with ethical issues
when you're a teenager so you can start exploring arguments and forming opinions, even if these
opinions change throughout your life.
Savita: The inspiration for The Long Weekend came from a flyer warning that a man driving a
flashy car was trying to snatch children outside schools. My nephew then told me that sometimes
when his mum couldn’t pick him up, a friend’s parent did. The combination of the two brought a
scenario to my mind where child abduction might happen with terrifying ease.
Keren: When I Was Joe and Almost True: I saw a news report about a family who'd been
involved in an armed robbery and taken into witness protection and given new identities, and I
thought it was a fascinating way of examining all sorts of questions about justice, truth and identity.
Lia's Guide to Winning the Lottery: I realised it was possible for a 16 year old to win millions and
thought it was a great way in to write about economics, values and when we truly become an adult
- all in the guise of a rom-com!
Katie: I’m also fascinated by the concept of identity, which I think is particularly important and
relevant to teens. Like Keren, I saw an item on the news - about two babies that had been
swapped at birth - and it just stuck in my head. What would you do if you discovered your whole life
had been a lie? Then during my research I came across Huntington's disease, and suddenly
Someone Else’s Life also became a book about genetic testing; whether knowing the truth about
your past or your future defines who you are right now; and the true meaning of family. I think it’s

important for readers to be able to imagine themselves in difficult situations and consider what they
would do, without any of the risks of actually being in trouble.
Sara: It seems several of us are tackling issues of identity. Dark Parties was the result of my move
from the US to the UK. I became interested in immigration issues on both sides of the Atlantic. I
began to wonder what would happen if a country closed itself off from the rest of the world. Dark
Parties is my answer. I was fascinated by the issues of diversity, identity, government control and
rebellion that this simple 'what-if' question raised.
Bryony: In Angel’s Fury I wanted to look at good vs. evil - what makes a good person do bad
things? I found myself looking into the holocaust as a time period for my character's past life and
there is so much horror in there - so much 'man as monster' that I knew I had to find a way to deal
with it in a way that wasn't too harrowing, yet conveyed the sense of horror to a generation that no
longer knows grandparents who fought in the war.
Was it difficult to know where to draw the line?
Bryony: Yes it was difficult and at some points I did get carried away with the 'horror' side. My
Nazi had to be made less 'evil' (at one point he was humming opera while 'hunting' his victims) and
in one scene there are mothers with babes in arms that are killed and in my original version you
actually saw the bodies - that's completely glossed over now.
Keren: Oh, but then isn't there a danger of sanitising the Nazis?
Bryony: That was my concern. The Nazi is still a definite bad guy, it's just that the scenes with him
are less terrifying than they were. I prefer to think that my writing is more 'Seven' than 'Saw' but
with an issue that is so sensitive and with readers who may also be quite sensitive, it's important
not to go too far. I wanted readers to be able to imagine how horrific it must have been, rather than
getting a cheap thrill out of gore-filled writing. Plus one of the things I was exploring was the idea of
man doing terrible things – if I made him too monstrous, it would be too easy to disassociate him
from the real people who committed atrocities, then went home to their wives.
Savita: In The Long Weekend, I knew where to draw the line, and even if the book was meant
solely for an adult market, I think the line would have been drawn in the same place. Funnily
enough, a lot of adults have found my book far more frightening than teenagers do.
It's interesting that you compare your novel to films, in terms of explicitness - do you think
books should have age restrictions too, to protect young readers from older content?
Keren: No. In film terms, my books get a 15 rating, but I'm very aware that my readers might be
only 11 or 12, so I don't think that explicit sex, excessive swearing or gratuitous violence is
suitable, but I think that young readers are good at knowing when they don't like a book or think it's
unsuitable for them, and will just stop reading.
Katie: I'm not so sure - I remember crowding round an illicit copy of Jackie Collins with my schoolfriends, and sneaking into/watching movies with older ratings! Though perhaps if books did have
ratings it might attract rather than put off younger readers - if my experience is anything to go by,
that is!
Paula: I find the phrase 'Not for younger readers' on the back of books, useful as a parent. It
prompts me to find out more about the nature of the book. For a kid, it may just make it more

attractive. I agree with Katie - as teens we always found a way to get hold of racy books- it's a rites
of passage - Jilly Cooper anyone?
Sara: For me it wasn't Jilly or Jackie -- I sneakily read Judy Blume's Forever.
Bryony: Forever did go round our school ... well, one chapter of it anyway! In my view books
should have, instead of actual age ratings, a warning saying what they contain e.g. this book
contains some mild peril, three swearwords, a single drugs reference and two incidences of heavy
petting. This would be a much better guide for all concerned - for the teens so they know if they're
ready for the book and for parents/guardians who may want to monitor what their teen is exposed
to.
Dave: I agree. Using age rating falls down because readers of the same age can vary massively in
terms of maturity. There is also the stigma of reading a book that is supposedly for someone
younger than you. I think the specific content warning is also more useful than the vague 'not
suitable for younger readers' because it might be, and how much younger?
Keren: I agree, for primary age kids. But as soon as they get to 12, then I don't think it's
appropriate for parents or guardians to control what they read in the name of protection. They are
old enough to decide for themselves.
Bryony: But isn't it better for those parents to make informed decisions based on what the book
contains, rather than making knee jerk reactions based on what they've heard from other people/in
the news etc.? And surely the whole YA genre is about protecting teens - that's why it exists and
why we don't just tell them to read adult books. If some teens aren't ready for e.g. lots of swearing,
they shouldn't have to get halfway through a book before they realise it isn't appropriate for them.
Keren: But I think there's a huge difference between the care taken by a publisher and writer to
make sure that content is responsible, to a parent hovering around trying to stop kids reading
'unsuitable' books.
Sara:. I'm not sure the YA genre is about protecting teens as much as giving them a voice and
books that address the issues and plots that are relevant to them.
Bryony: I think it has to be both. The issues that are relevant to teens are also dealt with in adult
literature - experimenting with drugs for example - you can find that in Trainspotting as well as
Junk, but it's how these issues are dealt with, the level of sensitivity used by the author and
publisher, that comes under the category of 'protection'.
Savita: I don’t believe in age restrictions on books. The only thing I might say is ‘not suitable for
younger readers’, but even then most kids will put a book down if it’s too much for them, and some
will actively want to read it because of the warning! From the age of 11 or 12 I read exactly what I
wanted – there was no one there to ‘protect’ me from older content. I made mistakes, but I learnt
from them quickly, and I would have absolutely gone up in arms if anyone had tried to stop me
reading anything. It was the only freedom of choice I had!
Why do you think it's important for teens to read edgy fiction - or any YA fiction - rather
than just watch TV shows or films?
Savita: I think it’s important for teenagers to read full stop, no matter what the genre. If they want
edgy fiction, and a vast majority seem to want that now, then even better because edgy YA fiction

has come into its own complete with voices that are not afraid to explore issues that are relevant to
the modern day teenager and young adult.
Dave: Also, hopefully most readers will self-censor and there is less danger of being exposed to an
unsuitable book than there is to be trapped in a room and finding yourself watching a film or game
you don't want to watch.
Sara: I agree, books offer a safe way for our readers to explore issues and the world around them.
Miriam: Curling up with a good book takes you into the fictional dream world in a way that TV or
film simply can't do. Reading uses a different part of the brain.
Dave: I agree – reading is much less passive than watching. Plus when there's something
scratching around in the cupboard at night, each reader will place their own personal demon in that
cupboard which will always be more scary than anything the special effects dept. come up with.
I also think that books can go deeper into a story, spend time examining motives and
consequences. It is often some of the quieter more reflective scenes where you really get to
understand a character’s motives in a book, that have to be cut from the film.
Katie: I agree - even if a film and a book are telling exactly the same story, the two experiences
are very different.
Paula: During my school visits I ask the kids have they ever seen a film of a book that you've read
and were they ever disappointed- inevitably the students come up with great examples of films that
simply didn't live up to the images that they had created for themselves when reading the book.
Keren: I agree, reading stimulates the imagination and forces them to concentrate in a different
way, and stop gazing at a screen.
Bryony: Unless they're reading an eBook... 
See the Edgy Reading List for a full list of our top YA recommendations.

